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Abstract--- In this Paper, we propose a novel algorithm for block artifact reduction for which Pseudo random noise 
masking is used. In H.264 Video Compression Standard, an In-loop Deblocking filter is implemented to reduce the 
quantization noise around the block boundaries. But there would still remain artifacts within blocks. These artifacts 
are known as Contour artifacts. These Contour artifacts further be reduced by our Proposed Pseudo Random Noise 
Masking Method. The Proposed method is selectively applied to macro-blocks damaged by block artifacts after H.264 
Deblocking filtering. Its effectiveness will be clearly demonstrated for all the evaluation aspects. We estimate the level 
of block artifacts by measuring PSNR of the block artifact Video. 
 
Keywords: Block Artifact image; Discrete Cosine transform; Deblocking Filter; Quantization; Multi Directional 
gradient Count. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 
The deblocking filter (DF) [1] is an important feature in H.264/AVC, the most recent video coding standard [2]. 

It reduces blocking artifacts and offers up to 9% bit-rate-saving. Efficient implementation of the DF is essential for high-
resolution video applications. High-definition TV (HDTV) is becoming increasingly common in many industrialized 
countries. Several companies have focused on achieving future ultra high resolution video. For example, NHK proposed 
a Super Hi-Vision [3] broadcasting system. Chi Mei Optoelectronics recently unveiled an advanced Quad Full High 
Definition (QFHD) LCD display panel. Among the H.264 baseline profile (BP) designs [3]-[5], the design [3] used a 
separate filter method with the original filter order defined by the standard. It filters all the vertical edges in a MB, and 
then filters all the horizontal edges.  

Panasonics introduced an 8.8 M pixel TV at 2008 Consumer Electronics Show. Unlike previous macroblock 
(MB)-based pipelined video decoders, we use cyclic-queue buffers between adjacent subfunction modules. These buffers 
can effectively adapt to processing cycle variations among sub-function modules and among consecutive MBs. This 
scheme increases decoding throughput by 15% compared with that of a non-queued version. Several deblocking filtering 
methods have been proposed in order to overcome residual errors in sample blocks. Among them are the lapped 
orthogonal transform [8], the embedded zero-tree wavelet coding. The blocks are first undergone with Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT). The DCT coefficients are quantized, organized in a zigzag order, and entropy coded. At the decoder 
end, the processing is in a reversed order. The received data are entropy decoded, dequantized, zigzag reordered, and 
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inverse DCT transformed [6]. To enable interchange and distribution of visual information, highly efficient digital video-
compression techniques are required. Applications include video conferencing, videophones, remote monitoring and 
control, information base retrieval, and video on demand [7]. Filtering solutions are predominantly “soft” in nature, 
leading to a probable process overhead and loss in real-time constraints as compared to a hardwired approach. 

 
II.BLOCK ARTIFACT 

 
In H.264,an in-loop Deblocking filter is utilized to reduce the quantization noise around block boundaries. 

However, there would still remain artifact with in blocks, which are known as contour artifacts. These Contour Artifacts 
are the unintentional result of quantization parameter (High QP) and it become visually distinct as the bit-depth of video 
is decreased.  

To overcome this Problem in H.264,the Deblocking filter can be integrated with Our Proposed Pseudo Random 
Noise mask Method. Deblocking Filter does not consider whether the video is affected by Blocking Artifact or not. It 
works on all the pixels (which may be affected by Block Artifact or not). 
 The Deblocking Filter creates the noisy pixels when the non-blocking Artifact Video is being processed. It 
works well only on the Block Artifact affected Video. But Our Proposed Pseudo Random Noise Mask performs multi-
stage refinement process using QP(Quantization Parameter),MB(Macro Block) Mode and Directional Gradients to find 
whether the block is affected by Blocking Artifact. If the processed Block is not affected by Blocking Artifact, then it 
skips to the Next Block of the Processing Video. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Occurring of Block Artifact in video 
 

  
III.PROPOSED METHOD 

 
The Proposed method is selectively applied to macro-blocks (MB’s) damaged by block artifacts after H.264 

Deblocking filtering. For the Video format 4:2:0, there are W*H Luminance(Y) and (W*H)/4 -Cb values and     (W*H)/4 
-Cr values. 

For the Block of 16*16 video(4:2:0 format) , there may be Luma: 16*16 and Chrominance: 
Cb =W/2 *H/2=8*8 
 Cr   = W/2 *H/2=8*8 

 
STEP: 1 Create Pseudo Random Noise Mask 

The Pseudo Random Noise Mask consists of three components -1,0 and 1. These are randomly filled for 16*16 
luma Blocks memory and 8*8 Cb Blocks memory and 8*8 Cr Blocks memory. Here the Occurrence Probability of each 
component can vary depending on the level of the artifacts in a block. 
 
STEP:2 SELECTION OF BLCOK ARTIFACT AFFECTED MB 

To prevent the unnecessary Processing on normal MBs, we pick out such MBs that probably hold those 
artifacts. The Selection of Block Artifact affected MBs depends on the following multi-stage refinement process as 
follows: QP, MB Mode, Multiple Directional Gradients and Human Visual Characteristics. 

From our analysis, it was found that MBs with potential block artifacts are highly related to those conditions that 
their QP values are greater than 23 and each of them is not a skip mode. To further refine the MB Candidates ,the Multi-
direction gradients are used to quantify the flatness of an MB. The Artifacts are mainly occurred in MBs that are on a flat 
area. 
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Fig 2: Sub Sampled Block 

 
A luma MB, Consisting of sixteen 4*4 sub blocks ,is sub sampled in to a 4*4 block, xi,j,by extracting top-left 

pixels from sub-blocks, where I and j are the horizontal and vertical indices of 0 to 3,respectively. Find the Multi-
Directional Gradient Count (SGC) of 00,450, 900 and 1350: 

If the calculated Multi-Directional Gradient Count is greater than 36, then the corresponding MB is decided as 
being flat.i.e.,MB is affected by Block Artifact. If the calculated Multi-Directional Gradient Count is lesser than 36, then 
the corresponding MB is decided as being non-flat MB.i.e.,MB is skipped by non-Processing of further Implementation. 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3: Flowchart of Proposed Method 
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STEP:3 
In the final stage, for the MBs passed through the second stage, the noise masks set in the first stage are simply 

added to the input data. On the other hand, according to the human visual characteristic ,it is widely known that the 
human eye is more sensitive at the middle luminance region that at both low and high regions. Using this we can further 
refine the candidate MBs as limiting the noticable artifacts to those middle intensity regions of local area. 
 

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

There are two modes, DC offset mode and Default mode. In deblocking filter, one of the 2 modes will be 
selected based on the boundary pixel conditions. If the boundary is in very smooth region with blocking artifact, then DC 
Offset mode is selected, else default mode will be selected .If the level of Artifact is minimum in boundary or edge 
region, then default mode is preferred. But, if the level of Artifact in boundary or edge region is high, then DC offset 
mode is preferred. Take each 4 pixels (right and left) from the boundary or edge region. Let the pixels be 
v1,v2………..v8. Find the maximum value among these 8 pixels and noted as MAX. Find the minimum value among 
these 8 pixels and noted as MIN. Find the absolute difference between MAX and MIN. Compare this absolute difference 
value with Quantization Parameter(QP) and based on the comparison result, find the new artifact removed pixels v11  , 
v21 ……………..v81 .Replace the old pixels v1,v2……..v8 with the new pixels v11,v21 ……………..v8

 

Fig 4.a,b,c artifact affected images-d,e,f artifact removed images 

V.CONCLUSION 
High efficiency data access VLSI architecture for multiple-standard in-loop deblocking filters has been 

presented. First, we analyze the MBAFF algorithm in the H.264 deblocking filter so that the reference data can be 
reconfigured as baseline profile reference data for the 1-D filter. Second, we use the same filter order to support 
deblocking filtering of both H.264 8x8 blocks and AVS by controlling the BS values. Third, we use a PDM to control 
MB data for different MB types to support both interlaced frame and MBAFF frame. Two internal buffers are utilized to 
store the MBAFF reference data for reducing the data access from external memory. This buffer management can be 
used in the deblocking filtering for other standards such as VC-1 and AVS. Then, we reduce the bus latency by avoiding 
the cross 1K boundary problem and increase the bus burst length by using MB-based scan order. By using these 
techniques, this high clock rate enables the proposed work to save power consumption by scaling down supply voltage as 
long as enough performance capability is achieved. 
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